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The Very Best of Charles de Lint

2010

a loving collaboration between charles de lint and his fans this
extraordinary collection celebrates the finest stories of the
pioneer of urban fantasy and creator of the mythical city of
newford asked to suggest their own favorite stories for inclusion
de lint s readers were instrumental in creating this timeless
treasury these retold fairy tales and modern myths redefine
magic through de lint s enchanted characters playful crow girls
sneaking into the homes of their sleeping neighbors a graffiti
artist risking everything to expose a long standing conspiracy a
half human girl choosing between her village and her strange
birthright and an unrepentant trickster throwing one last party
in his folkloric tradition

The Road to Lisdoonvarna

2001
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2008-04

newford s citizens fey folk magicians hustlers painters fiddlers
and ordinary people stumble headfirst into enchanting
adventures

Dreams Underfoot

2003-08-02

familiar to charles de lint s ever growing audience as the setting
of the novels memory dream trader and someplace to be flying
newford is the quintessential north american city tough and
streetwise on the surface and rich with hidden magic for those
who can see now de lint returns to this extraordinary city for a
third volume of short stories set there including several never
before published in book form here is enchantment under a
streetlamp the landscape of urban north america as only charles
de lint can show it blending lovecraft s imagery dunsany s
poetry carroll s surrealism and alice hoffman s small town
strangeness wrote interzone on dreams underfoot de lint s
newford tales are a haunting mixture of human warmth and
cold inevitability of lessons learned and prices to be paid at the
publisher s request this title is being sold without digital rights
management software drm applied
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Moonlight & Vines

2007-04-01

the old house kellygnow an artists and writers colony welcomes
and shelters those who are looking for a little more out of life a
little less reality bettina san miguel is not an artist but a model
who thought to stay at kellygnow for only as long as it took to
find an apartment in newford but a week turns into a month
and before long she realises she s home then the brujeria in her
blood calls out to the spirits and she finds herself walking in
myth time that piece of the past or the future where the city
didn t exist yet or is long gone maybe there she meets one of los
lobos the wolves who are drawn to humanity to take their
warmth for their own

Hedgework and Guessery

1991-01

fantasy roman

Forests of the Heart

2002-08-08

lillian is an orphan who lives with her aunt on a homestead
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miles from anyone surrounded by uncharted forest she wanders
the woods chasing squirrels and rabbits and climbing trees free
spirited and independent lillian is a kindred spirit to the many
wild cats who gather around the ancient beech tree one day
while she is under the beech lillian is bitten by a poisonous
snake the cats refuse to let her die and use their magic to turn
her into one of their own how she becomes a girl again is a
lyrical original folktale set in the countryside north of de lint s
fictional newford with some of the same characters as the duo s
recent acclaimed seven wild sisters a circle of catsis the long
awaited first picture book by long time friends charles de lint
and charles vess whose masterful art is as magical as the story
illustrations by charles vess

The Blue Girl

2006

modern classic of urban myth and magic

A Circle of Cats

2003

two men wake up in each other s bodies the loser in the deal is
max trader a successful manufacturer of stringed instruments he
wakes up in the body of good for nothing johnny devlin and in
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no time finds himself in the street a homeless man

Yarrow

1997-11-15

when various lives collide in the hierro maderas mountains each
must struggle to escape a messy past and find a way to carve a
future they don t just have to learn how to survive they have
to learn how to fly

Trader

1997

from her mentor rushkin isabelle copley had learned to paint
creatures that literally come to life and years after these
creatures have ruined her life isabelle returns to painting
haunted by memories dreams and the threat of her mentor s
return

The Wind in His Heart

2017-09-16

after a childhood of abuse and drug addiction jilly coppercorn is
well on her way to being normal as an art school student when
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she runs into donna birch her only friend from the bad old days
at the start of this appealing urban fantasy set in newford in
1972 donna takes jilly into a realm similar to this world but
where things have a way of working out better it s almost a
paradise a place where dreams are almost too easily realized
until jilly realizes that the inhabitants are actually dead souls
whose lives were unfulfilled she can continue pleasantly
enough but only by abandoning her responsibilities to all the
people who helped her back in the living world

Memory and Dream

1995

quicksilver shadow is the second volume of a projected three of
charles de lint s collected early stories at nearly 150 000 words it
s even larger than volume one a handful of coppers and includes
the very obscure 20 000 word novella berlin and its over 30 000
word counterpart death leaves an echo

Promises to Keep

2007

an unusual novel from charles de lint a tale set in an entirely
imaginary high fantasy world the harp was a gift from jacky
lanter s fey kin as was the music angharad pulled from its
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strings she used it in her journeys through the kingdoms of
green isles to wake the magic of the summerblood where it lay
sleeping in folk who had never known they had it harping she
knew was on third of a bard s spells harping and poetry and the
road that led into the green charles de lint takes us once again
into lands infused and transformed by magic magic that grows
in the roots of old oaks and dances by moonlight among standing
stones magic that sleeps in an old soldier s eyes and glows in the
gaze of a phantom stag magic that pumps through the heart and
the veins of those born to the summerblood to be stolen at knife
point burned destroyed in danger of fading back into the green
and disappearing forever from the world

Quicksilver and Shadow

2005

a classic urban fantasy back in print not far from the city lies an
ancient wood forgotten by the rest of the world where mystery
walks in the shape of a horned man wearing a cloak of leaves
and when this man touches your dreams your life will never be
the same again copyright libri gmbh all rights reserved

Into the Green

2001-10-05
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from a modern master of contemporary fantasy comes the
compelling follow up to the award winning under my skin josh
saunders knew his troubles weren t over he just never thought
that everything would blow up as hard and fast as it has sure he
s got a mountain lion living under his skin but he still thought
he could keep his head down and get a few days of respite but
the fbi still have questions for josh and a bully is out to make
sure that he doesn t even think about trying to return to normal
life in the meantime several wildling elders view josh as their
prospective leader and ambassador between the human and
wildling communities but unbeknownst to almost everyone
including josh another formidable wildling elder is determined
to have him secretly murdered by the hand of one of josh s own
friends john will have to face powerful wildling clashes angry
street gangs a hateful bully fbi investigators and perhaps even
the loss of the friendships he treasures most

Memory and Dream

2003

fantasy roman

Greenmantle

1998-06-15
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an all new collection of short fiction in charles de lint s newford
universe

Over My Head

2014-06-17

a charming novella about one of newford s best loved characters
artist and dreamer sophie etoile lured by mystical native
american flute player kokopelli sophie opens a door in her
dreams only to find herself in the wild sonoran desert her way
back vanished in her quest to return she gets sidetracked by
coyote up to his usual mischief a poignant tale touching on loss
hope and community first published in worlds of fantasy and
horror 2 fall 1994 cover art by stephanie lostimolo nethersphere
com art html charles de lint is the modern master of urban
fantasy folktale myth fairy tale dreams urban legend all of it
adds up to pure magic in de lint s vivid original world no one
does it better alice hoffman charles de lint writes like a magician
he draws out the strange inside our own world weaving stories
that feel more real than we are when we read them he is
simply put the best holly black de lint is probably the finest
contemporary author of fantasy booklist american library
association unlike most fantasy writers who deal with battles
between ultimate good and evil de lint concentrates on smaller
very personal conflicts perhaps this is what makes him accessible
to the non fantasy audience as well as the hard core fans perhaps
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it s just damned fine writing quill quire de lint s evocative
images both ordinary and fantastic jolt the imagination
publishers weekly it is hard to imagine urban fantasy done with
greater skill booklist american library association

The Riddle of the Wren

1987-01

the epic fantasy novel eyes like leaves was originally written
by world fantasy award winner charles de lint in 1980 but
never published until now

The Ivory and the Horn

1996-03-15

when sara and jamie discovered the seemingly ordinary artifacts
they sensed the pull of a dim and distant place a world of mists
and forests of ancient magics mythical beings ageless bards and
restless evil now with their friends and enemies alike blue the
biker keiran the folk musician the inspector from the rcmp and
the mysterious tom hengyr sara and jamie are drawn into this
enchanted land through the portals of tamson house that
sprawling downtown edifice that straddles two worlds
sweeping from ancient wales to the streets of ottawa today
moonheart will entrance you with its tale of this world and the
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other one at the very edge of sight and the unforgettable people
caught up in the affairs of both a tale of music and motorcycles
and fey folk beyond the shadows of the moon a tale of true
magic the tale of moonheart

Muse and Reverie

2010-11-09

when folk musician janey little finds a mysterious manuscript in
an old trunk in her grandfather s cottage she is swept into a
dangerous realm both strange and familiar but true magic lurks
within the pages of the little country drawing genuine danger
from across the oceans into janey s life impelling her armed only
with her music toward a terrifying confrontation come walk
the mist draped hills of cornwall come walk the ancient
standing stones listen to the fiddles and the wind and the sea
come step with janey little into the pages of the little country

Where Desert Spirits Crowd the Night

2015-02-05

p p1 margin 0 0px 0 0px 0 0px 0 0px font 12 0px calibri p p2
margin 0 0px 0 0px 0 0px 0 0px font 12 0px calibri min height
14 0px collecting together the critically acclaimed the book of
ballads and sagas series by the legendary fantasy artist charles
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vess the award winning compendium of english irish and
scottish fairy tales and folklore returns to print in a sumptuous
new collection featuring stories written by multi award
winning author neil gaiman sandman coraline and stardust
eisner and harvey award winning cartoonish jeff smith bone
aurora award winning author charles de lint new york times
bestseller sharyn mccrumb elaine lee starstruck and acclaimed
children s writer jane yolen this new collection also includes for
the first time since its original publication back in 1995 vess
unfinished epic saga skade and includes an additional 10 pages of
artwork that have never been seen before each ballad is a little
gem sparkling with restored vitality it is all here lust and
humor ghosts and demons passion and terror all the things that
keep us up at night what more could the fantasy reader desire
scifi dimensions here vess reaches the peak of his art standing
proudly with the 19th and early 20th century illustrators who
influence him publishers weekly a cloth of rare delight rich
with the perfume of the forest and its graces james gurney
author of dinotopia

Eyes Like Leaves

2009

the heart pounding conclusion to the thrilling wildlings trilogy
at the end of over my head josh has propelled himself into the
otherworld where he believes his former girlfriend elzie is in
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imminent danger he leaves behind his closest friends marina
whose fledgling romance with theo is increasingly complicated
by her undeniable feelings for josh and des who is trying to
figure out his own role amongst his wildling friends in this
unpredictable world a side step from our own josh discovers
more about the awesome power he holds within as he deals
with hostility from certain animal clans and elders back in santa
feliz his friends are facing a huge anti wildling rally that
threatens all wildling teens with segregation and incarceration
in the most tense and perilous of circumstances in both worlds
josh and his friends must rely on each other s love ingenuity
and loyalty just to survive charles de lint writes like a magician
he draws out the strange inside our own world weaving stories
that feel more real than we are when we read them he is
simply put the best holly black charles de lint s greatest strength
is his obvious love for his characters and empathy for people
generally he is showing us people living up to their potential
rather than down to it and that is what makes de lint s books
rewarding locus magazine de lint s evocative images both
ordinary and fantastic jolt the imagination publishers weekly
unlike most fantasy writers who deal with battles between
ultimate good and evil de lint concentrates on smaller very
personal conflicts perhaps this is what makes him accessible to
the non fantasy audience as well as the hard core fans perhaps it
s just damned fine writing quill quire
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Moonheart

1994-02-15

sisters laurel and bess dillard are traveling through the
southwest playing their music in bars and house parties when
they meet two unhappy native american spirits jim changing
dog and alice corn hair

The Little Country

2001-04-07

seventeen year old miguel schreiber and a long term enemy are
drawn into a strange dream world when they fall in love with
shapeshifting sisters from australia twins hiding from a cursed
ancestor who can only be freed with the girls cooperation

Someplace to be Flying

1998
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Charles Vess' Book of Ballads and Sagas

2018-11-28

high schooler jay li finds himself in the arizona desert
performing dangerous feats as part of his journey to prove
himself a worthy member of the part human part dragon
yellow dragon clan

The Buffalo Man

1999-10-01

a tale of magic and murder the increasingly bizarre murders
have baffled the police but each death is somehow connected
with the city s elusive gypsy community the police are
searching for a human killer but the romany know better they
know the name of the darkness that hunts them down one by
one mulengro

Out of This World

2014-11-03

when grace a beautiful mexican woman with tattoes and a
knack for customizing hot rods meets john an artist it s love at
first sight the problem is grace is trapped in another world and
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can only cross over to the world of the living where john
resides twice a year

Old Man Crow

2006

in this urban fantasy teens in santa feliz hav3 been changing
shape transforming from human into wild animal and back again

Medicine Road

2009

in his latest novel de lint offers a delightful combination of
realism magic humor and hope in a story about a 14 year old girl
who makes a surprising new friend a six inch high punked out
teenage little who has run away from home

Dingo

2008

the third volume collecting the early stories of award winning
fantasy writer charles de lint
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The Painted Boy

2010

Mulengro

2003-12-01

The Mystery of Grace

2009-03-17

Under My Skin

2012
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Little (grrl) Lost

2009-01-08

Woods and Waters Wild

2008
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